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Energy
US crude oil inventories: The oil market has come under renewed pressure once again this
morning, with the API reporting a larger than expected build in US crude oil inventories. The API
estimates that US crude oil inventories increased by 10.5MMbbls over the week, significantly larger
than the 3MMbbls the market was expecting. The market will be watching the EIA numbers closely
today to see if they confirm a similar build. If that is indeed the case, it would be the largest build
since February 2017. Refinery turnarounds are likely to have weighed on refinery run rates while
the stronger freight market may have also weighed on crude exports.   

EU gas inventories: Natural gas inventories continue to trend higher, with stocks standing at
almost 1,080 TWh, well above the five-year average for this time of the year, and effectively
leaving storage 100% full. Warmer-than-usual weather is certainly not helping market sentiment.
However, there is still plenty of uncertainty in the European gas market, with the current 10-year
transit deal between Russia and Ukraine set to expire in January. The Ukrainians want another 10-
year deal whilst the Russians are more reluctant to offer such a deal, aiming for a shorter time
frame. Failing to come to a deal would clearly be bullish for European gas prices.
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Metals
Weaker aluminium demand: Alcoa released its latest quarterly results yesterday, and used it as
an opportunity to give some views on the aluminium market. The company now estimates that
global aluminium demand could contract by 0.6%, with the decline driven by ex-China demand.
The company is still estimating that China demand will grow in the region of 1-1.5% in 2019.
Clearly, if this is the case it does reduce the ex-China deficit, and with still fairly large invisible
stocks leaves the market comfortable.
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